
Payback 2014 Preview
Last  year’s show was pretty awesome so hopefully this one
lives up to it’s Papa. Let’s get to it.

We’ll start with the preshow as always. This is one of the
obvious matches as there’s no way they’re unmasking Torito and
take away any money they could get from selling bull masks.
Hornswoggle can leave 3MB and start getting evil to promote
the Leprechaun movie. The match should be fun though as both
guys can actually work a match.

I’ll  get  the  other  obvious  match  out  of  the  way:  Rusev
destroys Big E. for his first meaningful win. No questions
here.

Paige retains the Divas Title. She’s too big of a deal to not
get the belt here, and are people really going to complain
about Alicia Fox having a push wasted? I could go for her in
those white shorts again though.

Barrett beats Van Dam. There’s just no reason for RVD to win
but the match should be entertaining enough.

I think Cesaro vs. Sheamus goes to a draw and Sheamus keeps
the belt. Hopefully they’re not tying Cesaro down to the US
Title and let him get the briefcase or maybe even the title.
Either way it would seem he’s heading for a match with Brock
so why give him a worthless midcard title? The match should be
good though.

That leaves us with the two main events. I’m hoping Bray beats
Cena, as Cena beating him for three seconds was bad enough,
but keeping him down for ten seconds would just be horrible.
Bray winning would allow him to do a bunch of crazy stuff that
could be very interesting. I’m really not sure where he’s
going, but it’s in a bad direction if Cena beats him. Also
it’s not like Cena hasn’t lost a last man standing match
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before so this isn’t the biggest stretch in the world.

Finally, Shield almost has to beat Evolution. There’s just no
reason for Evolution to win here as they have nothing to
gainand with Batista likely leaving, it would be a good way to
get him out. The elimination and anything goes rules should
make things even more entertaining.

For a bonus, I think Bryan hands over the title, even though
it means sitting through a lot of stupid drama that involves
the Bellas and Stephanie getting WAY too much screen time.
Bryan can bring the acting at times though and he’ll likely
get a lot of time to do so tomorrow night. I still think the
title goes above the ring at Money in the Bank, which should
be a good way to get some people to care

Overall  Payback  looks  predictable  but  entertaining.  To  be
fair,  that’s  almost  the  same  thing  that  was  said  about
Wrestlemania and it was one of the best shows I’ve ever seen.
This has a lot of potential to be awesome and hopefully it
means we have a good summer to look forward to.

 

 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of on the History of Survivor Series at Amazon for just
$3.99 at:

And check out my Amazon author page with wrestling books for
under $4 at:


